
Trade gap = Exports - Imports of Goods

2,944 - 3,931 = -987 or deficit of 987.

Bal. of inv. Trade = Income from services - Expenditure on services.

3,801 - 2,359 = 1,442 or surplus of 1,442.

Full marks for giving correct answers ONLY. No marks if answers are 

incorrect and no workings are shown.

Full marks for correct workings but wrong answers.

Since Malta is an EU member, it cannot impose its own tariffs. 1

EU does not allow tariffs and quotas on trade between member countries. 

Alternatively,  the EU is a free trade area.
1

There is one tariff for all EU members for imports from outside the EU. 

Alternatively, the EU is a Customs Union.
1

Any three  acceptable circumstances, such as:

If business is new (main objective might be survival);

If business has recently been expanded (main objective might be survival);

In a recession with high unemployment (main objective might be survival);

Owners may open a business in order to follow an interest (hobby);

Owners may look at long-term profits at the cost of short-term profits so 

they might want to increase sales or market share in the short term;

Owners may open a business in order to be independent or to provide 

employment.

Any other acceptable circumstance.

Any two  acceptable reasons, such as:

Achieving economies of scale can only be done through exporting since 

the local maket is too small;

Without imports, the country cannot get the advantages of international 

specialisation (division of labour) because it will have to produce everything 

itself (self-sufficiency);

Prices of domestic goods would be higher without foreign trade since local 

producers would have little or no competition;

Transfer of technology through imports since the number of inventors is 

likely to be much higher in larger countries.

Any other acceptable reason.

An acceptable definition of globalisation such as:

The development of world markets;

The worldwide movement toward economic, financial, trade, and 

communications integration.

Accept also simple, general statements that bring out the main idea of 

'globalisation' such as:  The world becoming like one country.

Any three  acceptable difficulties, such as:

Differences in measurements, weights, size, elecrical voltages (technical 

differences);

Language difficulties;

Trading risks;

Higher costs for delivery and insurance;

Trade restrictions;

Documentation;

Payment;

Transport.

Any other acceptable difficulty.

Only ½ mark to be given if candidate states a difficulty without any brief 

explanatiion (writing at least one sentence).

2marks
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Chart of tall organisation to show at least 3 levels  of management before 

the worker base, say SMT (top management), Middle management, Junior 

managers or Supervisors.

1

Chart of flat organisation to show 1 to 2 levels  of management before the 

worker base, say SMT (top management), Middle management.
1

Give ½mark  if chart does not have the management level written next to 

the appropriate level in the chart/s.

Any one  acceptable disadvantage of tall  structure, such as:

The hierarchy is inflexible;

May cause friction between workers at different levels;

Junior staff may feel remote and under-valued;

Decisions take longer to be put into action.

Any other acceptable disadvantage.

Any one  acceptable disadvantage of flat  structure, such as:

Managers are responsible for many people;

Managers have to rely on subordinate staff to implement decisions;

The wide span of control could cause the manager to lose control.

Any other acceptable disadvantage.

Any two  acceptable arguments, such as:

The share of the tertiary sector is increasing showing that the Maltese 

economy is developing (growing);

Since Malta lacks natural resources, productive activities in the tertiary 

sector have to make up for this;

Tertiary sector activities have a higher value-added than those in the 

secondary sector.

Any other acceptable argument.

Acceptable definition of e-commerce such as:

e-commerce is the use of electronic communication (accept internet) 1

 to carry out business transactions. 1

Malta's economy has responded to market changes through industrial 

restructuring.
1

Acceptable definition of 'industrial restructuring' such as:

The economy (businesses) shift from a manufacturing to a service sector 

economic base.

Industrial restructuring brings about diversification, which means that the 

Maltese economy starts producing a wider range of products.
½ + ½

Downward :  messages are sent from managers to subordinates; 1

Upward :  message or feedback is passed from subordinate to managers; 1

Horizontal :  people at the same level of an organisation communicate with 

each other.
1

Acceptable definition of 'centralisation' such as:

Major decisions are made by head office OR  there is no delegation.

Do NOT accept 'autocratic leadership' or terms to this effect.

Any two  acceptable advantages of centralisation such as:

Easier to implement common policies and practices for the business as a 

whole;

Prevents other parts of the business from becoming too independent;

Easier to co-ordinate and control from the centre – e.g. with budgets;

Economies of scale and overhead savings easier to achieve;

Greater use of specialisation;

Quicker decision-making (usually) – easier to show strong leadership.

Any other acceptable advantage.

Acceptable definition of scale of production, such as:

The scale of production refers to some measure of the size of a business or 

of the whole industry.

Acceptable definition of economies of scale, such as:

2d 1mark X 2

½ + ½

2c

3a

½mark X 

1

½mark X 

1

3b 1

3d

1mark

½mark X 

2

3c

½ + ½

4a



Economies of scale occur when the business or the industry increases its 

scale of production and thus reduces (decreases) its average cost of 

production (cost per unit).

(i) internal diseconomy; (ii) external economy; (iii) external diseconomy; (iv) 

internal economy; (v) internal economy; (vi) external diseconomy.

Accept any form of layout for the answer as long as it's clear.

Similarity :  both are EU directives. ½mark

Accept appropriate definition of EU Directive, such as:

a legal act of the European Union that requires member states to achieve a 

particular result …
½mark

… without dictating the means of achieving that result. ½mark

Difference :  They deal with different issues: ½mark

One guarantees minimum safety and health requirements throughout Europe 

while the other describes the basic principles as to how air quality should be 

assessed and managed in the Member States. 

½mark X 

2

Any two  acceptable reasons, such as:

Some want to stay small to be able to offer a higher-quality individual 

product or personalised service;

Some want to stay small because they like the direct contact with their 

customers;

Some people prefer working on their own (being your own boss);

Some want to remain in charge of their business and not lose control to 

shareholders (partners);

Sometimes the market is small so large firms are not interested in 

penetrating such markets.

Any other acceptable reason.

Do NOT accept reasons having to do with having higher expenses (costs) 

such as having to pay more wages.

Any two  acceptable objectives, such as:

To look continually at the business's current market;

To be aware of things happening outside the business that may impact the 

sale of the business;

To find out customer needs and wants (Accept also:  To carry out market 

research);

To increase the business's sales;

To increase the business's market share.

Any other acceptable objective.

Effective distribution needs business decisions on:

Which channels of distribution to use, viz. 1

wholesaler, retailer, customer; ½

Which methods of distribution (accept also  modes of transport) to use, viz. 1

road, rail, air, sea. ½

Penetration pricing is a competition-based pricing strategy. ½

It consist of setting prices lower than competitors to gain a large market 

share.
½

Skimming is a market-oriented pricing strategy. ½

It is the opposite of penetration pricing. ½

It consists of setting prices higher than competitors to appeal to a niche 

market.
½

It might lower the price later on. ½

Physical evidence as one of the 7Ps impacts business organisations offering 

a service.
½

A service is intangible (invisible), so customers cannot see what they are 

buying.
½

So to show evidence of a good product firms have to provide (any one 

acceptable example of physical evidence in a service firm, such as ):

½ + ½

4a

4b
½mark X 
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1mark X 2

4c
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5a 1mark X 2

½
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Case studies and testimonials to show that an organisation keeps its 

promises;

Facilities such as a clean, tidy and well-decorated reception area.

Any other acceptable illustration of Physical Evidence in a service firm.

Basically the physical evidence demonstrated by an organisation must 

confirm the assumptions of the customer (ex. you don't expect to be met by 

someone dressed as a clown when you go to buy a financial services 

product).

½

Total revenue: 0, 60, 120, 180, 240. ½

Fixed cost: 80, 80, 80, 80, 80. ½

Variable cost: 0, 20, 40, 60, 80. ½

Total cost: 80, 100, 120, 140, 160. ½

Fixed cost: (i) Rent; (iv) Interest on loan; (v) Depreciation; (vi) Wages of 

supervisors  in a cup-cake factory.

½marks X 

4

Variable cost: (ii) Raw material purchases; (iii) Wages of bakers in a cup-

cake factory.

½marks X 

2

Acceptable definition of break-even such as:

A business is making no profit and no loss; OR

The total cost of production is equal to the total revenue from sales.

Thus Joe and Ann must produce and sell 40 cup-cakes to break even.

Reasoning : Accept either:

Extended table showing profit/loss and profit=0 when 40 are sold; OR

Formula of BEQ (FC / Contribution per unit); OR

Graph showing Total Cost and Total Revenue lines with a drop line to the 

quantity axis that shows 40 cup-cakes.

Any two  acceptable arguments, such as:

To find out how much it has to sell of a product line to arrive to zero loss 

and zero profit (break-even);

If the business is brand new BEA may help it calculate how much it needs 

to sell primarily to avoid having a loss;

If the business is being taken to other parts of the world or country, BEA 

may help it calculate how much it needs to sell primarily to avoid having a 

loss;

BEA can be useful for determining if it is cheaper to make or buy the 

product;

BEA can also lead to the numbers that will help determine a set price per 

unit;

BEA helps in planning the production of items giving maximum 

contribution;

BEA may also act as a cost control device;

BEA may help in planning the financial structure of a company because it 

provides an understanding of the behaviour of profits in relation to output;

BEA may provide the financial management with information helpful in its 

decision-making activities.

Any other acceptable argument. BEA = Break-Even Analysis.

7a Demography is the study of the size and structure of the population. 1 + 1

Candidates are to give numbers for those:

below Minimum School-Leaving Age (MSLA); ½

over Retirement Age (RA); ½

between MSLA and RA. ½

Candidates are then to apply the formula of the  Dependency Ratio, i.e.:

Numbers below Minimum School-Leaving Age (MSLA) + Numbers over 

Retirement Age (RA) / Numbers between MSLA and RA

Similarity :  Both give training to employees to ... (accept any one of the 

following :)

learn new skills;

6b

6c

2

7b

7c

1½

1½

6d 1mark X 2

1

6a

½

5d



become multi-skilled;

use new technology;

improve their efficiency;

help them obtain promotion within the business.

Difference :  On-the-job training is a method of training employees to do a job 

by putting them to work with an experienced worker while Off-the-job training 

involves training the employee away from the workplace.

1½

People are the workers (size of population determines the size of the labour 

supply);
1

People are also consumers (size of population determines the size of the 

market).
1

Accept any of the following definitions:

MSE is a market for existing securities.

MSE is a place where existing securities are traded.

Accept:

shares and/or bonds instead of securities;

bought and/or sold instead of traded.

second-hand instead of existing.

1mark  only if candidate does not state that the securities must be second-

hand (exisiting ones).

MSE is important to investors because it (accept any two  reasons) :

provides them with liquidity (investors find it easier to sell their securities if 

they need the cash);

provides them with transparency (investors find it easy to monitor the 

market value of their securities);

provides them with an efficient clearing and settlement process (investors 

find it easy to get their money when they're selling their securities);

provides them with an equitable system (prices are determined by demand 

and supply and not by some official).

Any other acceptable reason.

Malta Competition and Consumer Affairs Authority (Accept : MCCAA. Accept 

also : Consumer Claims Tribunal).
1

Malta Financial Services Authority (Accept : MFSA). 1

Office of the Registrar of Companies (Do NOT accept MFSA ). 1

Role of MEPA : the national agency responsible for land use planning and for 

environmental regulation in Malta.
1½

Being responsible for land use planning, MEPA affects the location decision 

of a business.

OR

Being responsible for environmental regulation in Malta, MEPA may affect 

the size and/or layout of the premises of a business.

Primary, Secondary, Tertiary. 1½

Secondary. ½

Two  appropriate stakeholders to be named, ex.  owner, suppliers, bank, 

employees, community, trade union, government.
1mark X 2

Appropriate reason for each stakeholder named: ex.  owner: to know the 

return on his investment; suppliers: to be sure payments made for stock; 

bank: to be sure can repay loan/overdraft; employees: to see if a pay rise is 

possible/job security; community: to assess the effect on the area where the 

business is located; trade union: negotiation; government: corporation tax, 

vat.

1mark X 2

Do NOT accept:

Owners and managers' as separate stakeholders since, in the case study, 

Salvu is acting as both owner and manager;

Shareholders' as Salvu is a sole owner;
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Accountant;

Competing firms.

State the basic elements of communication:  Sender, Medium, Receiver 

Feedback.
1

Show the missing element:  Feedback. ½

Give one  appropriate suggestion as to how the missing element may be 

included,  ex. at the end of Salvu having his say, there is time for questions 

from his staff.

½

Any two  of the following factors are to be stated:

Permits from MEPA;

Whether the business is footloose;

Transport costs*;

Government aid, ex. enterprise zones.

Factor mentioned is to be developed, ex.  main function of MEPA, definition 

of footloose business.

½mark X 

2

* Accept also other appropriate factors instead of Transport costs such as: 

Nearness to markets; Labour skills; Good supporting infrastructure.

"The furniture is unique and made to each customer’s requirements." 1

Job production. 1

Do NOT accept 'Unit Production'.

Any one  appropriate external cost such as:

Create air / noise pollution;

Increased congestion on roads;

Strain on local infrastructure/facilities such as the police;

Damage to the natural environment.

Any one  appropriate external benefit such as:

Creates jobs in the area;

Creates work for other local businesses;

Contributes to local infrastructure, ex. by building new roads;

May train new employees;

Provide a more skilled workforce for the local community;

Do NOT accept costs or benefits on the national level since the question is 

about relocating not starting up. Benefits on a national level include the 

payment of company tax and employees' tax and NICs.

State:  Issue of Shares and Issue of Bonds (Debentures). ½ X 2

Appropriate defintition of shares , ex. a part/unit of the capital of a company. 1

Appropriate defintition of bonds , ex. long-term loans issued by a company.. 1

Direct selling. 1

This involves only the manufacturer and the customer. 1

In such a case, the communication between manufacturer and customer 

should be direct to ensure that there are not too many people involved (like 

'Chinese whispers').

½

No. For standard items, the distribution channel could include a wholesaler 

and a retailer or, at least, a retailer.
1

Justification : It is expensive for manufacturers to hold large stocks to be able 

to sell to consumers one by one. Thus they use wholesalers/retailers who 

buy goods from the manufacturer in large quantities.

½

Employees may be looking at the basic needs. 1½

The basic needs according to Maslow are Physiological, Safety, Love & 

Belonging (½ mark if only two are stated).
1

Salvu may be looking at the higher needs. 1½

The higher needs according to Maslow are Self-Esteem & Self-Actualisation 

(½ mark if only one is stated).
1

Candidates are to calculate ROCE to show how profitable is the business:

1h

1i

1j

1e

1f

1mark X 1

1mark X 1

1g

1b

1c

1d

½mark X 

2



Cost of sales = Opening inv. + Purchases - Closing inv. = 25,000 + 750,550 - 

16,500 = 759,050.
½

Gross profit = Sales - Cost of sales = 1,000,000 - 759,050 = 240,950. ½

Net profit = Gross profit - Expenses = 240,950 - 194,470 = 46,480. ½

Total assets = Non-current assets + Current assets = (550,000-100,000) + 

50,500 = 500,500.
½

Capital = Assets - Liabilities = 500,500 - 35,700 = 464,800. ½

ROCE = Net profit / Capital = 46,480 / 464,800 = 10%. 1

From the above analysis it seems that this business is not very profitable. ½

Scarcity :  Resources are not enough to satisfy everyone's wants at the same 

time.
2

Opportunity cost :  Any of the following alternatives: The real cost of choosing 

one option and not the other / the cost of the option forgone to pursue 

another alternative/ the benefits lost by not choosing a particualr option 

2

Candidates to state that  safeguarding the national, social and global 

environment is a responsibility of a business to various groups of people and 

the community as a whole. Alternatively they are to bring in the term 

'Business Ethics'.

1½

Any three  appropriate applications as follows:

Using solar panels; lowers their costs; less pollution;

Providing training to young workers;

Using packaging generated from recycled material;

Using production techniques which lessens pollution;

Build their premises in designated areas not to create visual pollution;

Transport their products in bulk to lessen pollution created by transportation

Appropriate definition of Market economy such as : An economic system 

where decisions are made between consumers and businesses without any 

government intervention. Accept also:  An economic system where all 

businesses are owned by private individuals.

1

Appropriate definition of Mixed economy such as : An economic system 

where some decisions are made between consumers and businesses and 

others are made by the government. Accept also:  An economic system 

where some businesses are owned by private individuals while others are 

owned and managed by the government.

1

Candidates should state any three  from the following: 

In a mixed economy the government creates work or helps the private sector 

to employ;

In a mixed economy government can provide public goods and collect 

revenues from taxes;

Private sector provides harmful goods since profitable; Government makes 

harmful goods such as drugs illegal and cigarettes highly taxed;

Private firms won't consider pollution issues; Government sets laws and, 

taxes and fines to polluting firms to discourage them;

Private sector won't provide for those who are not able to pay; Government 

compensates for this by creating social benefits from taxes

Appropriate definition of MNEs such as : Businesses that own production 

units in many countries.
1

Any four  from the following:

They provide jobs;

They bring business knowledge with them;

They bring business skills with them;

They bring new technology with them;

The host country can reduce imports and increase exports due to goods 

produced by MNE's in the host country helping to improve balance of 

payments;

1½marks 

X 3
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1mark X 3

2d 
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They help to increase the level of investment;

They help to increase the level of income;

MNEs help to curb local monopolies, create competition among domestic 

companies and thus enhance their competitiveness;

The domestic traders and market intermediaries of the host country gets 

increased business from the operation of MNE's.

Accept any other appropriate advantage

Do NOT accept advantages to the MNE itself such as ' gain economies of 

scale'.

Give ½ mark out of 1  for benefit to the country of MNEs paying taxes to 

the government of the host country.

Market segmentation :  Dividing the market into distinct groups of buyers … 1

…. with different needs, characteristics, or behaviour … 1

…. who might require separate products or marketing mixes.  1

Target market :  The market segment at which a business aims. 2

Any one  acceptable example of a market segment and its appropriate 

target market, such as:

Car market:

Luxury cars  =  high income earners;

Sports cars  =  young drivers;

Classic cars  =  vintage car collectors or rich people;#

Family cars  =  drivers with a family.

Any other acceptable market segment & target market..

Beverages market:

Sports drinks  =  sports people (athletes);

Energy drinks  =  younger people or people with a hectic lifestyle who need 

energy;

Fruit drinks  =  children;

Low calorie drinks = usually women but also health conscious males. 

Any other acceptable market segment & target market..

Primary research gathers data direct from the consumer. ½

Secondary research gathers together existing data. ½

Analysis:

Primary research is expensive to carry out while secondary research is a 

cheap and quick way to gather data;
1

Required research is of a qualitative nature while secondary research is 

essentially quantitative;
1

With primary research, the organisation gains a deeper understanding of the 

feelings of the customers which cannot be done with secondary data since it 

is not interactive.

1

Evaluation:

For this product, primary research is more suitable since it is an ethically 

correct product even though this type of research is more expensive.
1

Any three  acceptable advantages of engaging an advertising agency, such 

as:

They are specialists in their job;

They bring an outside point of view;

They have buying power in media buying;

The client can change agency at any time. 

Any other acceptable advantage.

Any three  acceptable disadvantages of engaging an advertising agency, 

such as:

The business orgnisation may feel that it is losing control in the advertising 

process;

3c

3d

1mark X 3

1mark X 3
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The business orgnisation may feel that it is losing coordination in the 

advertising process;

There may be a reduction in flexibility;

Conflicts may arise with the agency.

Any other acceptable disadvantage.

The exchange of goods and/or services for other goods and/or services. 2

Award 1 mark only  if services are not brought into the definition.

Any two  acceptable examples of barter such as:

The exchange of football stickers during the build up to the World Cup;

The part exchange of a car;

Any other acceptable example.

Barter requires the 'double coincidence of wants'. ½

Money does away with this problem since it makes possible a three-way 

exchange because money is a medium of exchange.
½

A seond problem with barter is that values have to be decided for each and 

every transaction.
½

Money does away with this problem since it is a standard measure of value. ½

The act of saving is very difficult and costly in the barter system. ½

Money does away with this problem since it is an acceptable store of value. ½

Few people if any would accept to sell goods on credit in the barter system 

since one wouldn't know the future values of commodites.
½

Money does away with this problem since it is an acceptable means of credit. ½

The main functions of banks are to accept deposits, make transfers between 

accounts and lend money. (At least two functions are to be mentioned ).
2

However while the commercial banks provide these functions to individuals 

and to businesses, the CBM only provides them to the government and to 

the commercial banks.

2

Moreover the CBM has other functions that commercial banks do not. (Note: 

candidates need not state any of these other functions. However they may 

state that the CBM issues notes and coin, for example, and commercial 

banks do not.)

2

4d (i) Capital (ii) Revenue (iii) Revenue (iv) Capital (v) Revenue (vi) Capital 1mark X 6

State:  Occupational and geographical immobility. 1mark X 2

Occupational immobility occurs when workers find it difficult or impossible 

to move from one occupation to another. Alternate def.:  People are 

unemployed because they are unwilling to work in a job which is different to 

what they had previously.

1

Geographical immobility occurs when  workers find it difficult or impossible 

to move from one region (or country) to another for work. Alternate def.: 

People are unemployed because they are not prepared to move areas (e.g. 

leave their home area) in order to take up work.

1

5bi

Appropriate factors such as:  working hours & times of attendance, flexi-time; 

child care facilities at work site; work environment; other family-friendly 

measures, health & safety measures, job satisfaction.

1mark X 2 

5bii

Appropriate factors such as:  friendly colleagues; holiday entitlements; work 

environment, recreational facilities, health & safety measures, job 

satisfaction, working hours & times and/or days of attendance.

1mark X 2 

Appropriate definition of labour Suppy such as:  Consists of those willing and 

able to work. Alternative def.:  Consists of those that are gainfully occupied 

and those that are unemployed.

2

4b

4c

5a

5c

3d

1mark X 3

4a

1mark X 2



Factors that can be stated (any TWO):

Increase in education and training;

Increase in net advantages/fringe benefits of a particular job;

Demographic changes: higher birth rate and imigration rate/ lower death rate 

and lower emigration rate.

Candidates are to develop both, example:  Education and training increase 

the individual's ability to form part of the labour supply thus the labour supply 

increases.

2

Any one  appropriate advantage and disadvantage for each  such as:

Autocratic: Adv:

Work is set faster;

Everyone knows what is expected of him.

Autocratic: Disadv:

Lack of interest amongst workers;

Poor quality jobs since labour feels alienated.

Democatic: Adv:

Workers feel ownership of the job being undertaken;

More co-operation amongst workers;

Employee have an opportunity to take decisions;

Greater satisfaction.

Democatic: Disadv:

Discussions are time consuming;

Output decreases leading to less profitability.

Laissez faire: Adv:

Everyone is free to do what he wants.

Laissez faire: Disadv:

No sense of group identity;

Work is disorganised;

Disorganised communication;

Quality of work won't be constant.

6a

Functions of ETC ( any four ):  (i) to register persons seeking employment; 

(ii) to interview such persons and evaluate, if necessary, their physical and 

vocational capacity; (iii) to assist persons seeking employment by guidance 

and advice on the choice of employment, and the training and retraining 

which may be necessary; (iv) to obtain from employers information on 

vacancies and on requirements to be met by the employees they require; (v) 

to refer to available employment persons with suitable skills, aptitudes and 

physical capacity;(vi) to collect and analyse information about the situation of 

the labour market and probable changes.

1mark X 4

Advice on how to set up a business in the Maltese Islands;

Provide information on funding, finance, employment and running operations 

practices;

Organise meetings in Malta with other organisations;

Provide introductions to key contacts and professional advisors required to 

set up and run a business;

Provide manufacturing premises at favourable prices;

Ongoing relationship with established investors to provide new business 

opportunities.

Government aid: Voluntary assistance from government to businesses 

usually administered by government agencies

Non-government aid: assistance given by non-government groups to 

business. 

Examples of government aid (any two): (i) information through government 

published data; (ii) export aid through government departments; (iii) financial 

assistance through subsidies and grants; (iv) training and employment 

schemes; (v) assistance from public corporations and employment schemes

1mark X 2

5di 1mark X 6

6b 1mark X 6

6c

1mark X 2

5c 1mark X 2 



Examples of non-government aid (any two): (i) advice and financial 

assistance from commercial banks; (ii) assistance from Chamber of 

Commerce and other constituted bodies; (iii) assistance from trade and 

professional associations; (iv) cooperation through pooling of resources such 

as research and equipment, marketing and trade exhibitions. 

1mark X 2

A pressure groups is a non-governmental and usually non-profit 

organisations set up to try to influence and put pressure on a business or 

government with the aim of  changing their behaviour. 

2

They try to influence behaviour by (candidates may state any two ): (i) 

writing letters to members of parliament; (ii) contacting the press; (iii) 

organising marches, (iv) running campaigns. 

2

Two  examples of primary sector activities found in Malta ex.:  Quarrying, 

Fishing, Agriculture.

Do NOT accept mining, forestry or any other activity NOT found in Malta.

Two appropriate examples of tertiary sector activities found in Malta.

Do NOT accept examples NOT found in Malta.

Functions of money: Any two  from :

Medium of Exchange;

Means of credit;

Store of value.

Characteristics of money: Any two  from :

Acceptable;

Divisible;

Durable;

Limited in supply.

Portable.

Candidates may give meaning instead of technical term, ex. "Money may be 

used to buy things with it" instead of "Medium of exchange".

Acceptable definitions of Functional Organisation, Line manager, Staff 

manager, respectively, such as:

A business structured according to the business fucntions (Accept also an 

organisation chart to show functional org. instead of a worded definition );
1

Managers having direct control over workers immediately below them in the 

organisation chart;
1

Specialists who give support and advice to all line departments. 1

Job analysis: Document that identifies the tasks that need to be done … 1

… and the skills that are required to do them. 1

Any two  from:

Physiological needs;

Safety needs;

Love & Belonging needs;

Self-esteem needs;

Self-actualisation needs.

Do NOT have to be named in order.

Any two  from:

Sender;

Medium;

Receiver;

Feedback.

Any one  of the following :

Type of product: ex. if it is perishable (so direct selling as with bread) or 

durable.

Type of product: ex. if it is industrial or a consumer good.
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Type of product: ex. if it is a good or a service (franchising may be used 

here).

The marketing strategy of the firm: ex. the firm wants to have control of how 

its output is sold at all stages of distribution.

Distance between manufacturer & consumer: this increases costs and/or 

damages so manufacturer's licence may be preferred.

Keeping price of product low: shorter link between manufacturer and 

consumer may be preferred so direct selling or eliminating wholesaler.

When demand is seasonal but supply is not: wholesalers have the important 

function of balancing supply and demand.

When supply is seasonal but demand is not: ex. farm crops where 

wholesalers have the important function of balancing supply and demand.

Whether large retailers are available: in such cases, the wholesaler may be 

eliminated since his function is being taken up by the large retailer.

Any other appropriate factor.

Any one  appropriate external cost such as:

Create air / noise pollution;

Increased congestion on roads;

Strain on local infrastructure/facilities such as the police;

Damage to the natural environment.

Any one  appropriate external benefit such as:

Creates jobs in the area;

Creates work for other local businesses;

Contributes to local infrastructure, ex. by building new roads;

May train new employees;

Provide a more skilled workforce for the local community;

Accept also costs or benefits on the national level such as the payment of 

company tax and employees' tax and NICs.

They are all stakeholders. 1½

Appropriate definition of stakeholders : those who have an interest (stake) in 

the business.
1½

If definition only is given, award half the marks for this rubric. The term 

stakeholder must be written by the candidate.

Ownership:

Private sector: Individuals or groups of individuals.

Public sector: Government. (Accept also 'society').

Management:

Private sector: Directors elected by owners/shareholders.

Public sector: Directors appointed by government.

Aims:

Private sector: To make profits & promote growth.

Public sector: To provide essential services. (Accept also  merit goods 

and/or  public goods).

Appropriate definition of overstocking : Holding more stock than is needed to 

meet the needs of customers.
1

Disadvantages :

Money tied up in goods causing cash flow problems;

Stock may deteriorate or be damaged causing extra expenses for the 

business.

Any other appropriate disadvantage.

Calculate Cost of sales (Op. inv. + Purchases - Cl. inv. = 48,000) ½

Calculate Gross profit (Sales - Cost of sales = 192,000) ½

Calculate Gross Profit Margin (GPM) = Gross Profit / Sales = 80%. 1

Accept incorrect answer of GPM due to incorrect calculation of GP or COS 

but with proper formula shown.

Accept any comment that brings out the meaning of GPM such as:

This shows that out of every €100 of sales revenue, the business is left with 

€80 before deducting the expenses.
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2a
Missing items:  liability; liquidity; shareholders; member; share; partnership; 

franchisee; franchisor.
1mark X 8

Any three  barriers to trade from:

Tariffs;

Quotas;

Subsidies;

Exchange control;

Embargo (all 5 in SEC syllabus);

Import licences;

Regulations. (These 2 also in JL F4 syllabus).

General function:  to protect local businesses from foreign competition. 1

Example of how one  of the barriers listed fulfills its function (role). 1

Internal:  When a company is able to increase activity without any  outside 

sourcing (but mainly rely on retained earnings);
1

External:  When a business mergers with or takes over another business. 1

Any one  appropriate benefit of growth such as:

Lower average cost/ economies of scale;

Higher market share / higher influence over market price.

Free trade means that government does not interfere in international trade. 1

Fair trade is the promotion of the payment of a ‘fair price’ as well as the 

observation of predetermined social and environmental standards.
1

Any two  from:

Promote the dignity and quality of life of persons by creating a sense of 

community at the workplace;

Be compliant with health and safety regulations and practices in the EU;

Have ethical dealings with regulatory bodies and labour unions.

3a
Missing items: collecting, market, primary, secondary, surveys, focus, 

interviews, analysed.
1mark X 8

3b

Mass marketing vs niche marketing:  (1) one dominant segment vs smaller 

segment; (2) Consumers have similar (general) needs and wants vs 

consumers have specific needs.  

2marks X 

2

Businesses make special offers as a type of sales promotion. 1

Sales promotion is made to boost sales or to persuade customers to try the 

product for the first time.
1 + 1

Other examples of sales promotion include Free Gifts, Money Off, Loyalty 

Cards, Competitions and Trade Promotions. (Any two  examples).

½mark X 

2

Advantages (any two ):  are specialists in their job, bring an outside point of 

view, they have buying power in media buying, client can change agency at 

any time. 

1mark X 2

Any other acceptable advantage.

Disadvantages (any two ):  loss of control in the advertising process, 

reduction in flexibility, conflicts may arise with the agency, client is unable to 

exercise more control or coordination.

1marks X 

2

Any other acceptable disadvantage.

4a
Missing items: external, internal, retained, increase, overdraft, banks, 

debentures.
1mark X 7

Ordinary shares (any two): variable dividend, more risky than preference 

shares, have voting rights, in the case of winding up of business ordinary 

shareholders are paid after preference shares. 

1mark X 2 

Preference shares (any two): fixed dividend, least risky, usually no voting 

rights, in the case of winding up preference shareholders are paid before 

ordinary.  

1mark X 2 

2dii 1mark X 2

3c

3d

4b
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1mark X 3
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1
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Gross profit = For every Euro 100 of sales the company is making a gross 

profit of Euro 60. Similar interpretations are accepted, for example for every 

Euro 1 instead of Euro 100. 

2 marks  

Stock turnover = The business changes/replaces stock 10 times during the 

financial year.
2 marks

Working capital ratio = Current assets / Current liabilities = €150,000 / 

€100,000 = 1.5
2

Quick asset ratio = (Current assets - Closing stock)/Current Liabilities = 

(€150,000 - €60,000) / €100,000 = 0.9.
3

Give full marks  if workings are shown and correct even though the answer 

is incorrect. Give half the marks  if formula is given correctly but numbers 

do not correspond to given formula.

5a
Missing items:  willing; frictional; regional; standard; cost; opportunity cost; 

skills; resources.
1mark X 8

Job description:  a list of main tasks (duties) and responsibilities for a job. ½

Job specification:  a list of the skills, qualifications, experience and attributes 

of the person required for a particuar job.
½

Develop the following: 

Job description of computer technician to include appropriate:

Purpose of job, such as:  Day-to-day monitoring of IT system; ½

Specific Duties, such as:  to ensure that all computers are working well; to 

ensure that the staff has the appropriate hardware and software to work 

efficiently;

½

To whom employee is responsible, such as:  responsible to IT Manager. ½

Job specification of computer technician to include appropriate:

Job  Computer technician related qualification/s ½

Previous experience preferably in related jobs; ½

Personal attributes such as:  very patient, sociable, etc. ½

Any four  of the following: 

Overtime ban;

Work-to-rule;

Go-slow;

Sit-in;

Strike.

Development:

Overtime ban: employees limit their working time to the hours specified in 

their contracts, refusing to work any overtime;

Work-to-rule: employees do no more than the minimum required by the rules 

of their contract;

Go-slow: employees perform their duties but at a pace to reduce prductivity;

Sit-in: involves employees occupying an area as a protest;

Strike: work stoppage by employees at large.

Define the concepts:

Internal job advertisment:  Looking for suitable applicants from within the 

organisation.
1

External job advertisement:  Seeking suitable applicants from outside the 

business.
1

Develop TWO appropriate benefits of internal recruitment such as:

The worker would know the business' code of ethics and goals;

Worker would have ownership of business' goals;

Worker can plan better;

Less training costs required. 

6a 
Missing items:  oral; visual; spoken; transmitter; non-verbal; social; technical; 

clarity.
1mark X 8

5d 

1mark X 2
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5c
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Appropriate illustration of each aid ( one  illustration per aid) with links to:

Lowering of cost;

Cost savings;

Facilitation of procedures;

Exposure to larger markets;

Higher demand for their goods/services.

Candidates are to develop any four  of these points ( two  for nationalisation 

and two  for privatisation):                           

Advantages of Nationalisation:

Avoid duplication of resources;

Economies of scale;

Prevent consumer exploitation;

Protect employment in declining  industries;

Control industries of strategic importance.

Any other acceptable advantage.

Advantages of Privatisation:

Provides funds for the government;

Reduces the need for state finance (taxes) to pay for losses incurred by 

nationalised industries;

Encourages wider share ownership;

Increases efficiency, as the privatized operation has to respond to market 

forces;

Encourages competition in some sectors where at present there is a 

monopoly;

Reduces trade union power.

Any other acceptable advantage.

Develop the following factors:

Ignorance;

Fear and insecurity;

Loss of power;

Personal factors (beliefs and habits).

6d 1mark X 4

6b 1mark X 4

6c 
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